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What influences your designs?

"(Laughing,) because what I initially start out thinking I am going to 
do ends up something totally different. Usually, the results of a 
mistake. But there are no mistakes when it comes to polymer clay, 
right? Back to the question (tapping head,) clothing most of the time, 
patterns- colors.  Another influence is other artists and seeing what 
they have accomplished and how beautiful their work is. Nature is 
another influence. I 
probably should stop 
there, and just say I 
draw influence from 
many sources, 
because all things 
inspire me, all things 
are beautiful."

     
Tell us about your favorite style/ design technique.

"Is it fair to say that I have a free style? I use so many different 
techniques that it is almost impossible to pin point just one. I love 
mixing my own blends, but there is something so satisfying about 
silkscreening a project, and foiling a piece. I absolutely love canes, 
but have not mastered the technique as of yet. I get so excited 
when there is an endless possibility of what can be achieved 
when style/design techniques can be mixed all together to create 
the unusual-gorgeous, stunning (if you will) piece. How satisfying 
it is when you can take scrap clay and produce beautiful works of 
wearable art."

Which artist(s) inspire your creativity?

"The very first one was a home town gal, she would make the 
most awesome dragons, which inspired me to get into polymer 
claying. I started out making figurines and sculpting. Then I found 
Teresa Salgado (Tiny Pandora) and her oh-so-beautiful canes. 
Samantha Burroughs (Jessama Tutorials), Helen Breil - oh my 
goodness truly love her designs, she sparked a desire in me of 
endless possibilit ies. Ilysa and Kira from Create Along, Cindy Leitz, 

Rhonda J, Sweet Willow, Sandy, Susan 
(Turtlesoup) and so many more and I could 
be here all day mentioning all of them. I am inspired by all walks of artistry and really not 
limited to just polymer clay. Anything artsy is an expression of a person's creativity and 
deserves to be recognized. From a child?s first drawing to the most seasoned artist, is all 
inspiring to me."
Etsy is DivineDesignbyGayla      Instagram - gayladmetzendorf
Pinterest - www.pinterest.com/gmetzendorf       Twitter - https:// twitter.com/metzendorf4691             
Facebook - Gayla D. Metzendorf and DivinedesignbyGayla@metzendorf

Meet Cover Artist     

Gayla D. Metzendorf 
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FEATURED ARTIST 
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The 2019 Polymer Clay Adventure offers more than ever 
before! Join our guided tour through amazing workshops 
from artists around the world, bonus content, a private 
interactive group, swaps, giveaways and more!  
Payment plan now available! 

www.polym erclayadvent ure.com



If you are unaware of the pumpkin spice craze, you must 
have been living on the moon for the last couple of 
months. Therefore, I consider it my duty to inform any 
lunatics out there that Pumpkin Spice Latte (PSL) is a 
coffee drink made with a mix of traditional fall spice 
flavors, steamed milk, espresso, and sugar, topped with 
whipped cream and pumpkin pie spice. 

A Monthly "Recipe"  for Amazing 
Polymer Projects 
By SUZANNE IVESTER

THE POLYMER 
CHEF

PUMPKIN SPICE 
LATTE BEADS
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This beverage has become such an obsession in American culture that it has spawned a phenomenon known as 
?pumpkin spice creep?--the invasion of every sector of commerce by this gustatory theme. You can buy pumpkin 
spice foods, beverages, candles, body wash, hand lotion, and even dental-cleaning chews for dogs. You can also buy 
T-shirts, pillows, and tote bags with such mottoes as ?You Had Me at Pumpkin Spice,? ?Pumpkin Spice Junkie,? and 
?Pumpkin Spice Up Your Life.? One athletic shoe company even offers a ?Pumpkin Spice Freedom? athletic shoe, 
which comes with a free pair of pumpkin spice socks. The most extreme example I?ve seen is a Chicago-area auto 
shop offering its fall-loving customers a ?pumpkin spice oil change.? Of course, there?s no such thing ?  but that 
hasn?t stopped customers from trying to get one.

We polymer clayers and jewelry makers can?t afford to be left out, so here is a pumpkin spice recipe just for us. It 
involves making two clay mixtures (using real spices and coffee creamer) and then swirling them together.

Spiced Cof fee Clay
Ingredient s:  1/2 package (1 oz.) translucent polymer clay; small amounts orange and raw sienna polymer clay; 1/2 
tsp. pumpkin-pie spice

Inst ruct ions:

1. Roll orange and raw sienna clays separately to the thickest setting of your pasta machine. Cut out a circle of each 
the size of a quarter (2 1/2 cm. in diameter). Mix the orange and brown with the translucent.

2. Roll the blended clay into a thin sheet and spread the pumpkin spice over the surface of the sheet. Fold the sheet 
in half with the powder inside and roll it through the pasta machine again. Continue until the powder is evenly 
distributed.

Whipped Cream  Clay
Ingredient s:  1/8 package (1/2 oz.) translucent polymer clay; a generous 1/4 tsp. dry powdered non-dairy coffee 
creamer; a pinch of gold or copper glitter (I used Tim Holtz Distress Glitter in Tarnished Brass.)

Inst ruct ions:

1. Roll the translucent clay into a thin sheet. Spread the coffee creamer, a litt le at a time, across the surface of the 
sheet. Fold and roll as you did for the spiced coffee recipe. It?s best to mix the creamer a litt le at a time because 
there?s a lot of it in proportion to the small amount of clay, and you don?t want it all to spill out from inside the fold. 

2. Roll the blended clay into a thin sheet and cut it into narrow strips. 

Finishing

Divide the coffee clay into bead-sized portions. Wrap a strip of whipped cream clay 
around the coffee in a swirling pattern. Use your hands 
or a bead roller to shape the bead and integrate the 
?cream? into the ?coffee? For the pendant, I added some 
white stone beads and small drops of Pearl Liquid 
Sculpey to enhance the whipped cream swirls. I also 
applied just a pinch of additional glitter for that final 
dusting of spice.

Serving Suggest ions

If you enjoy mixing in the coffee creamer and blending the two clays, experiment with 
using the whipped cream blend with other strong clay colors. That way, you can enjoy 
the recipe and the technique even after PSL season is over!

http:// thepolymerchef.blogspot.com
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a Special  Pr oduct  
col l ect ion f or  al l  your  
Magical  cr af t ing needs! 

Cr eat e Jewel s + Baubl es, 
f air y door s + Houses + 
f air y gar den accessor ies!

Text ur es, Sil kscr eens, 
hol ogr aphic f il ms + Fiber s, 
cabochons, met al  f oil s, 
shape cut t er s, 
r ubber  st amps + 
Mor e!

www.Diyf air y.com
Necklace & Succulent Jar by Sandra Pflug. Mushroom Door by Aoife Smyth Murphey 7



A monthly project tutorial featuring a 
wide variety of techniques.  My 
motto is "Dare to be Different," and I 
never know which direction my muse 
will take me in!

By CINDI MCGEE

Behind These Eyes

Faux Jade Effect Pendant 
With a few shades of the right color pigment powders, you can get a fabulous faux jade effect! 
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MATERIALS:

Premo! Sculpey® White Translucent, 
Alizarin Crimson Hue 
Premo! Sculpey® Accents® - Red Glitter 
CreateAlong.com Jade Effects Pigment Powders  
CreateAlong.com Enchanted Rosevine Silkscreen 
CreateAlong.com Waves Silicone Mold 
CreateAlong.com Graduated Round Cutter Set  
Clay roller 

 

Condition white translucent clay and roll into a sheet about 1/4? thick.  

Sprinkle small amounts of each of the colors of pigment powders in the Jade 
Effects set. How much pigment will depend upon how much white 
translucent. (I used about 30 g of the white translucent in the photo shown 
with the powders.)  

Begin 
blending 
powders 
into clay. I 
found the 
easiest 
way was to fold the piece in half with the 
powders inside, then roll the sheet and fold 
and roll repeatedly until I had a variated color 

I was happy with. You don?t want to completely 
blend all the colors - you want the different 
tones to show.  

Use the largest option in the mold to make a wave border.  Select desired size of circle for the center of your 
pendant.  Use the same cutter to cut out a section of the wave border. I cut mine so the border was slightly off to 
one side of the center.  

INSTRUCTIONS:

Clay blade  
Clay tile/nonstick sheet 
Sculpey® Bake & Bond  
Small flat paintbrush  
DecoArt® Dazzling Metallics® - Festive Red 
DecoArt® Multi-Purpose Satin® - Gold
DecoArt® Metallic Lustre?  - Gold
Gold satin cording   
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Place silkscreen, orange side down, over the rolled faux jade clay. Burnish lightly. 
Use the small flat paintbrush to carefully apply red metallic paint over the roses.

Use the small flat paintbrush to carefully apply gold paint over the stems and 
leaves. Carefully lift silkscreen to reveal pattern.  

Use same 
sized circle 
cutter to 
cut circle from the silkscreened clay.  

Mix a small amount of alizarin crimson hue with red glitter clay 
to create a deeper red.   

Use smallest border on wave 
mold to make enough border 
to add around the 
silkscreened circle.  

Add a bit of Bake & Bond to 
the back of the large border 

piece and mount off center on the 
silkscreened circle.  

Roll a thin strand of the faux jade clay and use 
Bake & Bond to mount around  the outside 
edge of the silkscreened circle where it meets 
the red waves border. 

Bake according to manufacturer instructions.  
Let cool.  

Roll additional blended red clay. Cut a circle 
slightly larger than the original silkscreened 
circle.  

Add Bake & Bond and mount to the back of the 
pendant. I did not use a full circle as the light 
coming through the faux jade center piece 

enhances the different color variations. 
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To create bail, use additional blended red clay to mold a small section of the middle 
wave border.   

Add Bake &  Bond to the back edges and mount centered on the back.  Bake again 
according to manufacturer instructions.  Let cool. 

Use fingertip to apply a very light touch of gold Metallic Lustre over all the molded 
elements to highlight the details. 

Add gold satin cording  and closure. 

  
www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com
https:/ / www.etsy.com/ shop/ CindiMcGeeDesigns
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By SANDY HUNTRESS

 

For my veneer I used 1/8 block each of Premo! Sculpey® Accents Sunset Pearl,  Magenta Pearl, Bronze,  Premo! 
Sculpey® Violet, and Sculpey® Soufflé Canary. For my orange I mixed together 1/16th block each of Premo! 
Orange and Sculpey® Soufflé Pumpkin. 

Other tools & materials you will need:
Wavy Blade
Clay blade
Pasta machine or acrylic roller
Deli paper
Metal knob for burnishing, optional but useful, found at home supply stores

A great way to create a  veneer with depth and interest is to have lots of layers of things going on.  For this 
project we'll make a beautifully blended striped sheet, then give it a wavy Bargello treatment. Finish up with a silk 
screened pattern over all that 's sure to give your next piece amazing dimension.
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Bar gel l o Waves Veneer     

Choose several colors of clay that are close together on the color wheel.  Add in some metallic, and make sure you 
have darks, lights and medium tones.

MATERIALS:



Condition each color separately, then roll it into a log.  Bundle all these separate logs 
together into one log and give it a few twists until most of your stripes are less than ¼ 
inch wide.  

Flatten with an acrylic roller and send through the pasta 
machine. Fold in half and send through the pasta machine with your favorite side out 
until you like the look of your blend.  

I usually send mine through the pasta machine only three or four times, I don't want 
to blend it too much.

Roll your sheet out on a medium setting, about  
1.5 mm (#3 on an Atlas.) Trim the ragged side so 
your sheet is not quite as wide as your ripple 
blade.  

Roll out a sheet of scrap clay on a medium thin 
setting for a backing, it should be slightly larger 
than your striped sheet. 

Use the wavy blade to trim one edge off the striped sheet. Then line up the ripples 
and cut a rippled strip of clay.  These can be any width you like, I make mine 
between 1/8 inch and ¼ inch thick. 

When you are cutting, press down to cut through the clay, then pull the blade slightly towards you.  This will make 
the rippled strip stick to the blade.

Now you can carry the strip, stuck to the blade, over to your scrap clay and place 
it near one edge. Pat it gently in place.  

Repeat to cut another rippled strip, but this time when you place it on the scrap 
sheet, shift it over one ripple so the stripes don't line up. 

Use the blade to press one rippled strip into another, fitt ing them as tightly 
together as you can.  We can smooth out small gaps later, but it 's best to get 
them as close as possible now.

To release the blade from the clay strip tilt the 
top edge of the blade towards you at an angle. 

Continue cutting and placing strips, offsetting 
them. Change the direction you offset every 
three or four strips. Otherwise you'll end up 
with a lot of unusable area.

In addition to cutting rippled strips, you can 
position the blade to create round shapes Just make sure the thin bit of clay 
connecting them isn't too thin, or they may pull apart. 
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Continue until your entire sheet is covered.  Place a deli sheet over it and burnish 
lightly to smooth out any gaps and unevenness. You can use your fingers, but to 
make it perfectly smooth I like to use a small metal cabinet knob. Make sure it has 
rounded edges.  

It makes silk screening easier if you trim away most of the ragged edges.

To add another layer of depth to your veneer you can 
either use a stencil or a silkscreen with paint or mica 
powders over your clay sheet.  

You can use your veneer 
to cut shapes for 
pendants, charms or 
whatever  you like.

http:/ / keepsakecrafts.net
https:/ / www.facebook.com/ KeepsakeCrafts.net
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Cernit released recently a new 
clay line, called ?Metallics?. 
Their texture and softness as 
well as the shiny and metallic 
have many things in common 
with the ?Shiny? Cernit line, 
which was released also a 
couple of years ago.  

14 new colors, soft and pliable 
clay, maybe a litt le bit softer 
than desired and tones of mica 
particles which make this line 
absolutely beautiful!

I got a sample pack of each one 
of the new colors, worked with 
them and I confess I just placed 
a bigger order because one 
pack of each color is not 
considered enough not even 
for test purposes.

I noticed that some colors like 
?Copper? were already out of 
stock in some stores. This is an 
indication of how clayers were 
expecting this new color line 
and how quickly they reacted 
wiping out this excellent color!

By KLIO TSALIKI

CERNIT Metallics Review 
Metallic colors line includes 
several hues of bronze, copper 
and golden colors ? which you 
can also meet in other clay 
brands-  but there is a range of 
new fabulous colors  like ?Pink 
Gold?, ?Green Gold?, ?Steel?- 
which reminds stormy clouds, 
?Blue Gold?, ?Copper? ? which is 
almost red, ?Rust? with peach 
and orange hues that will make 
you crazy!

It is true that this line seems like 
an addition to the ?Shiny? line, 
they have the same extra soft 
and flexible and a bit sticky 
sense and they do leave some 
color on your hands when 
working with them. Their 
softness and flexibility is a good 
and bad feature at the same 
time, depends on what your 
project is. 

They work nicely with other 
brands. I combined Cernit 
Metallics with Premo Accents 
and the result was even and 
beautiful. They don?t leak to 
other colors; I left my beads 
about 20 hours before baking 
them, no leaks at all! They don?t 
need too much sanding and 
buffing to come to a nice shiny 
look.
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I tested the new line making simple patterned beads as well as some more 
complicated ones. So I created some skinner blend sheets selecting ?families? 
of colors.  

I wanted to check how colors are blending together and what the result is. 

Here are the skinner blends I made using most of the colors included in 
Metallic line. I only let out a couple of golden hues as I wanted a more even 
and balanced result for my project. 

Then I layered them placing one white sheet 
on top of each colorful one and stack them 
together as shown in the picture.

This is a nice pattern to make stripy beads.

 I used a pearl sheet to hold all pieces together. I cut strips of this flat pile and stuck 
them on it to create a new stripy sheet.

Then I made some stripy beads cutting this sheet in pieces.

The extreme softness and flexibility are not very helpful when trying to get straight 
lines. I got some distortion in one of these because clay quickly became warm and 
very soft.

Although I would prefer Cernit Metallics a bit harder and thus 
easier to hold the shape, I definitely suggest it! The range of 
colors is unique and there is no clay brand with such a great and wide metallic color 

palette. 

I used the leftovers to make a jelly roll. I just 
placed a Premo golden sheet over the colorful 
ones, to save my Cernit Metallics golden color. 

Then cut the jelly roll with my ripple blade (was 
included in my October Create Along Box and is 
beautiful!) 

16
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Using scrap beads as a core, I wrapped 
them with the slices I just cut with the 
ripple blade.

Since a part 
of the core 
bead will 
remain 
uncovered, I 
suggest 
wrap your 
scrap beads 
with a 

colorful sheet using the same colors included in the jelly roll.

With my fingers I pushed the wavy edges to cover the 
bigger part possible of the bead.  To give them round 
shape I just roll them on my working surface with my finger.

Baked, sanded and buffed and here we are!  And some leftover beads as well. Don?t 
miss Cernit Metallics! You will love these beautiful shiny hues! Enjoy!!!

https://www.etsy.com/shop/1000and1

https://www.facebook.com/klio.tsaliki



Vintage and retro, shabby chic....  There is something homey in all three.  Maybe once, I will have my bedroom, or at least my 
studio (well, dreaming, studio ha-ha ? anyway), in the shabby chic style.  For now, here is a litt le bird house pot decoration I 
have made and would like to share with you.

By PANARILI

V INTAGE BIRD HOUSE DECORATION
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Premo! Sculpey® 5001, 5063
A pasta-machine or a roller
Craft knife 
A small rectangle cutter 
A needle
Gloves 
Baby wipes
Burnt umber oil paint
Box of matches (empty)
Aluminum foil
A bamboo stick
Textured ceramic tile or crepe paper or another texture sheet
 

Condition white clay well, then condition a smaller piece of the blue cobalt and mix them 
together until you get a light blue shade.  Run it through the thickest setting of the pasta 
machine (about 2 mm on mine).

Cover the empty match box with the aluminum foil.  Form a 3-D 
triangle out of foil and attach it to the matchbox.  Wrap all 
together in one more coat of foil.  

Put the clay sheet on a      
textured tile and run with 
your roller. 

Place the foiled match box 
house on the clay sheet and 
cut out the clay so that you 
will be able to cover the 
house from 4 sides. The roof 

and floor will be made later on. Cut the bottom part, 
so that it is a straight line.

Add some extra texturing to the house with a needle, so that it 
reminds wood boards. 

Cut out the window with a cutter and take out the extra clay.

Cut out a piece of the light blue clay sheet for the roof.  The edges 
do not need to be straight and even.

Add some texture. I make it with the help of the handle on one of my tools.

19

MATERIALS:
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Put some liquid clay where we will attach the roof and attach it.  I have also added a 
porch and some hearts and wrote "Home Sweet Home? with a needle.  Bake for at 
least 20 minutes at 130C and once cooled take out the 
foiled match box.

Cover the house with the burnt umber oil paint and then 
wipe it off with the baby wipes. Oil paint dries slowly, keep it 
in mind While it dries you may do any embellishments you 
wish.  I have made some roses and a small birdie. Attach it 
upon you wish.  Do not forget to put a litt le bit of liquid clay 
for the raw and bake clay to adhere once baked again. 

Now we need to make the floor.  Take another piece of the 
light blue clay sheet and press the house into it.  Cut off the 
exceeding clay and separate the house from the floor,  
make a hole in the middle with the bamboo stick.  Put some 

liquid clay on the edges and attach two parts together again. Send to the oven for about 
30 -40 minutes at 130C.

When baked and cooled, insert the bamboo stick in the hole and place the bird house in the flower pot.  And enjoy 
that homey feeling!

www.etsy.com/shop/PANARILI

https://www.flickr.com/photos/in-handmade

https://www.facebook.com/natalja.ivankova
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A GALLERY OF CREATIVE PROJECTS FROM OUR CREATE ALONG 
POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK PAGE OCTOBER CHALLENGE F
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Valeri Mabrey Johnston 
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Beth Field
Ana María Pozo Reyes

Donna Haggerty
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See YOUR ar t  in pr int !  
Par t icipat e in our  m ont hly Challenges on our  Creat e Along 

Polym er  Clay Tr ibe Facebook Page and we'l l  share your  
project  in t he m agazine gallery!



OUR "UNIVERSE" IS EXPANDING

    

INTRODUCING 

cel ebr at ing pol ymer  cl ay, mixed-media, and mor e! 
We asked, you answered, we listened!   
STARTING IN JANUARY 2019, Polymer 
Clay Universe Magazine will become 
Passion for Polymer and will be available 
in both PRINT and digital editions!  
Passion for Polymer will bring you a wide 
variety of creative polymer clay and 
mixed-media project tutorials for unique 

jewelry, miniatures, sculpture, caning, art dolls, steampunk, art canvases..... we've 
got a lot in store for you!. Not to mention interviews with amazing artists, 
informative articles on how to build your business and build a successful brand, 
a gallery of inspiration photos, and more! 

We would love for YOU to share YOUR Passion for Polymer  - find information on how  
to submit articles for consideration and deadlines for submissions visit  
https://www.passionforpolymer.com/contribute.  Artists are paid for published articles! 

Themes for upcoming issues include: 
December (Polymer Clay Universe Magazine) - Rebirth/Lotus

January (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Infinite Possibilit ies/Steampunk/Innovation

February (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Mandala Madness

March (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Don't Rain on my Parade/Clouds/Raindrops

April (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Floral Frenzy/Flowers/Leaves

May (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Magical May/Fairies/Fantasy

June (Passion for Polymer Magazine) - Wanderlust/Compass Rose/Travel/Maps  
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PRE-SALES BEGIN 
DECEMBER 2nd!!
www.PassionforPolym er .com



Contact
hi@createalong.com
www.polymerclayuniverse.com
@polymerclaytv

Lear n somet hing new 
t oday! 


